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Abstract1

We present in this paper MP7QL, a powerful query 
language that we are developing for querying MPEG-7 
descriptions, and a user preference model that allows 
for expressing preferences about every aspect of an 
MPEG-7 multimedia content description. The MP7QL 
queries may utilize the user preferences as context, 
thus allowing for personalized multimedia content re-
trieval. The user preference model supports multimedia 
Filtering and Search Preferences (FASP) that allow 
for expressing semantic preferences, preferences re-
garding the low-level visual features and preferences 
regarding media-related aspects (creation, classifica-
tion, source etc). The proposed FASPs essentially are 
MP7QL queries, allow for the systematic integration of 
domain knowledge in the semantic preferences of the 
users and have the standard MPEG-7 FASPs as a spe-
cial case. The MP7QL and the FASP model have been 
expressed using both XML Schema and OWL syntax. 
An implementation on top of an XML Repository is 
currently under way. 

1. Introduction 

The development of digital multimedia content ser-
vices that offer high content quality, advanced interac-
tion capabilities, media personalization and adaptation 
according to the user preferences and access condi-
tions, together with the emergence of advanced net-
work infrastructures that allow for the fast, efficient 
and reliable transmission of multimedia content have 
formed an open multimedia consumption environment. 
Such an open environment will become popular only if 
it is based on standards that allow the services provided 
by different vendors to interoperate. 

 
1 The work presented in this paper was partially funded in the scope 

of the DELOS II Network of Excellence in Digital Libraries (IST – 
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The dominant standard in multimedia content de-
scription is the MPEG-7 [13]. MPEG-7 allows the de-
scription of (segments of) multimedia objects in terms 
of media information (including media format, quality 
etc.), creation information (including title, creators, 
subject, related material etc.), structure, usage infor-
mation (including rights, availability etc.), textual an-
notations, media semantics, matching hints for associ-
ating the media with audio and visual descriptors, the 
importance of the multimedia content from specific 
points of view and the relations of the multimedia con-
tent with other media or metadata items. 

In addition to the syntactic interoperation, which is 
achieved through the usage of well-accepted standards, 
semantic interoperation is also needed for providing 
efficient retrieval and filtering services. The semantic 
interoperation is typically achieved through the integra-
tion of domain knowledge, which is usually expressed 
in the form of domain ontologies. The domain knowl-
edge is subsequently utilized for supporting semantic 
retrieval and filtering, as well as for providing semanti-
cally personalized services [15][17]. The semantic per-
sonalization is built on top of semantic user preference 
descriptions, which are used as content-related context 
during both retrieval (where the user preferences will 
be used in order to expand and/or disambiguate the 
user queries) and filtering (where the user preferences 
will be used as continuous queries that select the con-
tent to be returned to the user). 

We have shown, in our previous research [16], that 
domain knowledge, in the form of domain ontologies, 
can be expressed using MPEG-7 constructs and inte-
grated in the MPEG-7 semantic descriptions. 

Powerful retrieval and filtering capabilities can be 
built on top of the rich information captured in the 
MPEG-7 descriptions. Several research groups have 
been working on MPEG-7 based multimedia content 
retrieval and filtering. The VizIR [3] framework fully 
exploits the Visual MPEG-7 Descriptors [8] for low-
level feature based multimedia content retrieval. Sev-



eral groups utilize the textual annotations and/or the 
media-related elements of the MPEG-7 descriptors 
[5][12][14][18] for retrieval and filtering support. Fi-
nally, the semantic metadata descriptions formed ac-
cording to the Semantic DS of the MPEG-7 Multimedia 
Description Schemes (MDS) [9] are utilized in other 
retrieval and filtering approaches [1][7][15][16]. 

The major limitation of the above approaches is that 
they treat some aspects of the MPEG-7 based retrieval 
and filtering, but they do not provide a uniform and 
transparent MPEG-7 retrieval and filtering framework. 

A first approach towards this end was the proposal 
to use plain XQuery [2] on top of an XML repository 
for MPEG-7 based multimedia content retrieval [11], 
without taking into account the peculiarities of the 
MPEG-7 description elements. The major limitation of 
this approach is that, using XQuery only, the different 
MPEG-7 metadata description elements cannot be fully 
exploited. This happens because both the MPEG-7 
semantic model and the domain knowledge integrated 
in the semantic MPEG-7 descriptions are expressed in 
an involved way and cannot be successfully exploited if 
they are accessed in the same way with the textual and 
the media-related elements of the MPEG-7 metadata 
descriptions. Special treatment is also needed for the 
low-level visual features. It is difficult for the average 
user to express, using plain XQuery, queries on the 
semantics and the low-level features and even more 
difficult to combine such query conditions with textual 
and media-related query conditions. 

Another approach is to use the existing MPEG-7 
Filtering and Search Preferences (FASP) as query 
specifications that allow multimedia content filtering 
and retrieval. The major limitations of this approach 
are the following: (a) The MPEG-7 description ele-
ments that represent the semantic descriptions and the 
low-level features of the multimedia content are not 
present in the current MPEG-7 FASPs; (b) Not all the 
media-related MPEG-7 elements are present in the 
MPEG-7 FASPs; and (c) The boolean operators 
AND/OR/NOT cannot be explicitly specified in the 
MPEG-7 FASPs. 

The limitations of the existing approaches make ap-
parent the need for a query language that provides re-
trieval and filtering support for all the aspects of an 
MPEG-7 description in a transparent and uniform way. 
As a response to this need, the International Organiza-
tion for Standardization (ISO) has recently issued the 
MPEG-7 Query Format Requirements [10], in order to 
guide the MPEG-7 query format standardization. 

We present in this paper the MP7QL MPEG-7 
Query Language and a compatible FASP model (ex-
pressed according to the MP7QL model) that allow for 

the uniform and transparent MPEG-7 based retrieval 
and filtering of multimedia content that combine condi-
tions on semantics, conditions on the low-level visual 
features and conditions on the media aspects (creation, 
classification, source etc). The design of the MP7QL 
allows querying every aspect of an MPEG-7 multime-
dia object description and satisfies the ISO MPEG-7 
Query Format Requirements [10]. The MP7QL queries 
may utilize the user preferences as context, thus allow-
ing for personalized multimedia content retrieval. The 
proposed FASP model has the standard MPEG-7 
FASPs as a special case, and, at the same time, extends 
our previous research for supporting semantic user 
preferences for multimedia content consumption [15]. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In sec-
tion 2 we present the MP7QL query language, in sec-
tion 3 we present our proposed FASP model and we 
conclude in section 4. 

2. The MP7QL Query Language 

We present in this section the MP7QL query lan-
guage, a language for querying MPEG-7 descriptions 
that we are developing, which allows querying every 
aspect of an MPEG-7 multimedia object description. 
The design of the MP7QL query language has taken 
into account the MPEG-7 Query Format Requirements. 
The MP7QL queries may utilize the user preferences as 
context, thus allowing for personalized multimedia 
content retrieval. 

The fundamental MP7QL element is the MP7QL 
query, which is represented by the instances of the sub-
types of the MPEG7QueryType abstract type shown in 
Figure 1. 

 MPEG7QueryType

BooleanMPEG7QueryTypeWeighedMPEG7QueryType

BooleanWeighedMPEG7QueryType

Figure 1: The MP7QL query type hierarchy 
The MP7QL allows the specification of queries that 

refer to: (a) multimedia content that satisfies specific 
criteria (for example, “give me the multimedia objects 
where a goal is scored”); (b) semantic entities that sat-
isfy specific criteria and can be used for the semantic 
descriptions of multimedia content (for example, “give 
me the players affiliated to the soccer team Barce-
lona”); and (c) constructs of domain ontologies ex-
pressed using MPEG-7 syntax (for example, “give me 
the subclasses of the Player class”). This is specified in 
the From attribute of an MP7QL query, which corre-
sponds to the FROM part of the SELECT-FROM-
WHERE languages like XQuery. 



MP7QL allows the explicit specification of boolean 
operators and preference values for the MP7QL query 
elements. Three subtypes of MPEG7QueryType have 
been defined for the representation of all the possible 
types of queries, as shown in Figure 1: 
1. The WeighedMPEG7QueryType, which represents 

queries with explicit preference values (WQ) that 
are formally described using the regular expression 
syntax of (1). 

WQ=(WQS pv)* (1)
pv is an explicit preference value and WQS is a 
query specification with explicit preference values. 
The preference values are integers in the range [-
100, 100], with default value 102. The query specifi-
cation represents the user’s search and filtering cri-
teria, corresponds to the WHERE part of the SE-
LECT-FROM-WHERE languages and is formally 
described in (4). 

2. The BooleanMPEG7QueryType, which represents 
queries with explicit boolean operators (BQ) that 
are formally described using the regular expression 
syntax of (2).  

BQ=WQS[NOT] ((AND|OR) WQS [NOT])* (2)
BQS is a query specification with explicit boolean 
operators (formally described in (7)). 

3. The BooleanWeighedMPEG7QueryType, which 
represents queries with explicit preference values 
and boolean operators (BWQ) that are formally de-
scribed using the regular expression syntax of (3). 

BWQ=WQS pv ((AND|OR) WQS pv)* (3)
BWQS is a query specification with explicitly speci-
fied preference values and boolean operators (for-
mally described in (11)). 
The MP7QL query specifications are represented by 

the MPEG7QuerySpecificationType abstract type, 
which is specialized according to the presence/absence 
of explicit boolean operators and/or preference values 
as shown in Figure 2: The WeighedQuerySpecifica-
tionType represents query specifications with explicit 
preference values, the BooleanQuerySpecificationType 
represents query specifications with explicit boolean 
operators and the BooleanWeighedQuerySpecifica-
tionType represents query specifications with explicit 
boolean operators and preference values.  

The query specifications have been designed to al-
low expressing constraints on every aspect of a multi-
media object that has been described using MPEG-7, 
so that MP7QL may be used for querying any MPEG-7 
multimedia object description. Thus, every element of 
an MPEG-7 multimedia object description has a corre-
sponding query specification element in the MP7QL 
 
2 The type, the range and the default value of pv are compatible with 

the preference values used in the MPEG-7 FASPs. 

query specifications. The corresponding query specifi-
cation element is used to impose constraints on the 
values of the MPEG-7 element, which constraints 
should be satisfied by the segments retrieved. In order 
to satisfy the requirement of the MPEG-7 Query For-
mat Requirements [10] stating that the existing MPEG-
7 FASPs should be valid query specifications, we de-
cided to use the same naming and typing scheme with 
the MPEG-7 FASPs for all the elements that exist in 
the MPEG-7 FASPs. The rest of the MP7QL query 
specification elements follow the naming and typing 
scheme of the MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions. 

MPEG7QuerySpecificationType

BooleanQuery
SpecificationType

WeighedQuery
SpecificationType

BooleanWeighedQuery
SpecificationType 

Figure 2: The type hierarchy of the MP7QL 
query specifications 

The MP7QL query specifications include the fol-
lowing (optional) elements: 
� The MediaIdentification (MI) element (which corre-

sponds to the MediaIdentification element of the 
MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions), where the 
users specify criteria about the identification of the 
query results. 

� The MediaProfile (MP) element (which corresponds 
to the MediaProfile element of the MPEG-7 multi-
media object descriptions), where the users specify 
criteria about the media features (i.e. media format, 
quality etc.) of the query results. 

� The MediaLocator (ML) element (which corre-
sponds to the MediaLocator element of the MPEG-
7 multimedia object descriptions), where the users 
specify criteria about the actual media comprising 
the query results. 

� The StructuralUnit (SU) element (which corre-
sponds to the StructuralUnit element of the MPEG-
7 multimedia object descriptions), where the users 
specify criteria about the structure of the requested 
items. 

� The CreationPreferences (CrP) element (which cor-
responds to the CreationPreferences element of the 
MPEG-7 filtering and search preferences), where 
the users specify criteria about the creation details 
of the requested items (i.e. title, creators, related 
material etc.). An example of the usage of the crea-
tion preferences is shown in the FASP of Figure 8. 

� The ClassificationPreferences (ClP) element (which 
corresponds to the ClassificationPreferences ele-
ment of the MPEG-7 filtering and search prefer-
ences), where the users specify criteria about the 
classification of the requested items (i.e. language, 
genre, etc.). 



� The SourcePreferences (SoP) element (which corre-
sponds to the SourcePreferences element of the 
MPEG-7 filtering and search preferences), where 
the users specify criteria about the dissemination of 
the requested items (i.e. dissemination source, for-
mat etc.). 

� The SemanticPreferences (SeP) element (which 
corresponds to the Semantic element of the MPEG-
7 filtering and search preferences), where the users 
specify criteria about the semantics of the content of 
the requested items. The semantic preferences are 
very important in event-based environments (like 
sports). Examples of the usage of the semantic pref-
erences are shown in the queries of Figure 5 and 
Figure 7 and the FASP of Figure 8. 

� The PreferenceCondition (PC) element (which cor-
responds to the PreferenceCondition element of the 
MPEG-7 filtering and search preferences), where 
the users state which conditions should hold, in 
terms of place and time, for the query specification 
to be taken into account. 

� The UsageInformation (UI) element (which corre-
sponds to the UsageInformation element of the 
MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions), where the 
users specify criteria about the usage of the re-
quested items (i.e. rights, availability etc.). 

� The MatchingHint (MH) element (which corre-
sponds to the MatchingHint element of the MPEG-7 
multimedia object descriptions), where the users 
specify criteria about the matching of low-level de-
scriptor features with the media element features. 

� The PointOfView (PoV) element (which corre-
sponds to the PointOfView element of the MPEG-7 
multimedia object descriptions), where the users 
specify criteria about the importance of the multi-
media content from specific points of view. 

� The RelatedMaterial (RM) element (which corre-
sponds to the RelatedMaterial element of the 
MPEG-7 multimedia object descriptions), where the 
users specify criteria about the related material of 
the requested items. 

� The Relation (R) element (which corresponds to the 
Relation element of the MPEG-7 multimedia object 
descriptions), where the users specify the relation-
ships of the requested items with other media or 
metadata items. 
The string and number comparison operators of the 

elements of the MP7QL query specifications may be 
explicitly specified. For the string comparison operator, 
the default value is “contains”, which succeds if the 
value of the Query Specification Element (QSE) is con-
tained in the value of the corresponding metadata de-
scription element (MDE). The string comparison op-

erator may also take one of the following values: (a) 
“equals”, which succeeds if the value of the QSE 
equals to the value of the corresponding MDE; (b) 
“startsWith”, which succeeds if the value of QSE 
equals to the start of the value of the corresponding 
MDE; (c) “endsWith”, which succeeds if the value of 
the QSE equals to the end of the value of the corre-
sponding MDE; and (d)“keywords”, which succeeds if 
each of the words contained in the QSE is contained in 
the value of the corresponding MDE. For the number 
comparison operator, the default value is “equals”,
which succeeds if the value of the QSE is equal to the 
value of the corresponding MDE. The number com-
parison operator may also take one of the following 
values: (a) “greaterThan”, which succeeds if the value 
of the QSE is greater than the value of the correspond-
ing MDE; (b) “greaterThanOrEqual”, which succeeds 
if the value of the QSE is greater than or equal to the 
value of the corresponding MDE; (c) “lessThan”,
which succeeds if the value of the QSE is less than the 
value of the corresponding MDE; and (d) “lessT-
hanOrEqual”, which succeeds if the value of the QSE 
is less than or equal to the value of the corresponding 
MDE. 

Variables are provided in MP7QL, so as to support 
joins on the criteria about the features of semantic enti-
ties that are interrelated through MPEG-7 relationships. 
From a syntactic point of view, a variable is a semantic 
entity identifier that begins with the “$” character. 

The MP7QL has been expressed using both XML 
Schema [4] syntax and OWL [6] syntax (available at 
http://elikonas.ced.tuc.gr/Queries/MP7QL_XS.zip and 
http://elikonas.ced.tuc.gr/Queries/MP7QL_OWL.zip
respectively). An implementation of the MP7QL, using 
the XML Schema syntax is under way on top of an 
XML repository that is accessed by XQuery. 

In the rest of this section we present the different 
types of MP7QL query specifications. In particular, we 
present query specifications with explicit preference 
values in subsection 2.1, query specifications with ex-
plicit boolean operators in subsection 2.2 and query 
specifications with explicit boolean operators and pref-
erence values in subsection 2.3. 

2.1 Query Specifications with Explicit Prefer-
ence Values 

We present in this subsection the query specifica-
tions with explicit preference values, where a prefer-
ence value may be explicitly specified for each query 
specification element. The query specifications with 
explicit preference values are represented by the sub-
types of the WeighedQuerySpecificationType, as shown 



in Figure 3. The WeighedContextQuerySpecification-
Type type represents queries for which a query context 
may be specified in the FilteringAndSearchPreferences 
element. The context is either the FASP of the user or a 
set of ad-hoc specified queries that represent the user 
preferences for this query. The WeighedFilteringAnd-
SearchPreferencesType type represents user FASPs 
with explicit preference values, which also have FASP 
elements that allow forming FASP hierarchies (details 
on the FASP model are provided in section 3). 

 
WeighedQuerySpecificationType 

WeighedFilteringAndSearch
PreferencesType 

WeighedContextQuery
SpecificationType 

Figure 3: Type hierarchy of the MP7QL query 
specifications with explicit preference values 

The WeighedContextQuerySpecificationType and 
the WeighedFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType query 
specifications (WQS) are formally described using the 
regular expression syntax of (4).  

WQS=((WMI|WMP|WML|WSU|WCrP| 
WClP|WSoP|WSeP|WPC|WUI|WMH| 

WPoV|WRM|WR|WFASP) pv)* 
(4)

WMI is a media identification element, WMP is a 
media profile element, WML is a media locator ele-
ment, WSU is a structural unit element, WCrP is a crea-
tion preferences element, ClP is a classification prefer-
ences element, WSoP is a source preferences element, 
WSeP is a semantic preferences element, WPC is a 
preference condition element, WUI is a usage informa-
tion element, WMH is a matching hint element,  WPoV 
is a point of view element, WRM is a related material 
element, WR is a relation element and WFASP is a fil-
tering and search preferences element. All the WQS 
elements may also have explicit preference values. This 
way, the users may specify their search and filtering 
criteria as well as the importance of each of the criteria. 

A semantic preference element with explicit prefer-
ence values (WSeP) is formally described in (5). 

WSeP=(WSE pv)* (5)
WSE is a set of search and filtering criteria for a se-

mantic entity with explicit preference values, and is 
formally described in (6). 

WSE=[SID] SType pv ((AName AValue pv) | 
(EName EValue pv (EAName EAValue pv)* (E 

pv)*) |  (RType RTarget RSource RStrength pv))*
maxOccurs minOccurs 

(6)

A WSE may be identified by SID, which plays the 
role of a variable name. The desired type (SType) of the 
semantic entity may also be specified, as well as: (a) 
The name (AName) and the desired value (AValue) re-

spectively of the attributes of the semantic entity; (b) 
Descriptions of the desired values of the semantic en-
tity elements, including the element name (EName), the 
element value (EValue) the list of the desired element 
attribute values represented by attribute name 
(EAName) – desired attribute value (EAValue) pairs 
and the list of the desired values of its sub-elements 
(E); (c) Relationship description information, con-
sisting of the type (RType), the target (RTarget), the 
source (RSource) and the strength (RStrength) of the 
relationship. The minimum and maximum number of 
occurrences of a semantic entity that satisfies a set of 
criteria is specified in the values of minOccurs (with 
default value 1) and maxOccurs (with default value 
unbounded) respectively. 

2.2 Query Specifications with Explicit Boolean 
Operators 

We present in this subsection the query specifica-
tions with explicit boolean operators, where the 
AND/OR operator and the NOT operator that should 
be applied in the element contents may be explicitly 
specified for each query specification element. The 
default value of the AND/OR operator is “OR” and the 
default value of the NOT operator is “false” (meaning 
that the users by default would like the media elements 
that satisfy the specific criteria to be returned to them). 
The query specifications with explicit boolean opera-
tors are represented by the subtypes of the Boolean-
QuerySpecificationType, as shown in Figure 4. The 
BooleanContextQuerySpecificationType type repre-
sents queries for which a query context may be speci-
fied, comprised of the FASP of the user or a set of ad-
hoc specified queries that represent the user prefer-
ences for this query. The BooleanFilteringAndSearch-
PreferencesType type represents user FASPs with ex-
plicit boolean operators, which also have FASP ele-
ments that allow forming FASP hierarchies (details on 
the FASP model are provided in section 3). 

The BooleanContextQuerySpecificationType and 
the BooleanFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType query 
specifications (BQS) are formally described using the 
regular expression syntax of (7). 

BQS=(BMI|BMP|BML|BSU|BCrP|BClP|BSoP| 
BSeP|BPC|BUI|BMH|BPoV|BRM|BR|BFASP) 
[NOT] ((AND|OR)(BMI|BMP|BML|BSU|BCrP 

|BClP|BSoP|BSeP|BPC|BUI|BMH|BPoV| 
BRM|BR|BFASP)[NOT])* 

(7)

BMI is a media identification element, BMP is a 
media profile element, BML is a media locator element, 
BSU is a structural unit element, BCrP is a creation 
preferences element, BClP is a classification prefer-



ences element, BSoP is a source preferences element, 
BSeP is a semantic preferences element, BPC is a pref-
erence condition element, BUI is a usage information 
element, BMH is a matching hint element, BPoV is a 
point of view element, BRM is a related material ele-
ment, BR is a relation element and BFASP is a filtering 
and search preferences element. All the BQS elements 
may have explicit boolean operators. 

 
BooleanQuerySpecificationType 

BooleanFilteringAndSearch
PreferencesType 

BooleanContextQuery
SpecificationType 

Figure 4: Type hierarchy of the MP7QL query 
specifications with explicit boolean operators 

A semantic preference element with explicit boolean 
operators (BSeP) is formally described in (8). 

BSeP=[NOT] BSE ((AND/OR) [NOT] BSE)* (8)
BSE is a set of search and filtering criteria for a se-

mantic entity with explicit boolean operators, and is 
formally described in (9). 

BSE=[SID] SType ((AND/OR)[NOT] (AName 
AValue) | (EName EValue (EAName EAValue)* 
(E)*) | (RType RTarget RSource RStrength))* 

maxOccurs minOccurs 

(9)

An example of an MP7QL query specification with 
explicit boolean operators, which states “I want the 
multimedia objects where a goal is scored by Zidane”
is shown, expressed in formal syntax, in (10).  

BQS1 = (EventType AND (exemplifies, Goal) 
AND (agent, $zid)) AND (($zid, AgentOb-

jectType) AND (exemplifies, PlayerObject, $zid) 
AND (Agent(Name(FamilyName ‘Zidane’)))) 

(10)

We assume in this example that the abstract seman-
tic entities “PlayerObject” and “Goal” exist, which 
represent the classes of all the players and all the goals 
respectively. We also assume that the soccer player 
Zidane is bound to the “$zid” variable. The same query 
is shown in Figure 5, expressed using XML syntax.  

<Mpeg7Query xsi:type="BooleanMpeg7QueryType"> 
<QuerySpecification ANDOROperator="AND" 

xsi:type="BooleanContextQuerySpecificationType"> 
<SemanticPreferences ANDOROperator="AND"> 
<SemanticBase xsi:type="BooleanEventType" 

ANDOROperator="AND" NOTOperator="false"> 
<Relation ANDOROperator="AND" 

type="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:
exemplifies" target="soccerevents#Goal"/> 

<Relation ANDOROperator="AND" 
type="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001 
:agent" target="$zid"/> 

</SemanticBase> 
<SemanticBase ANDOROperator="AND" 

xsi:type="BooleanAgentObjectType" id="$zid" 
NOTOperator="false"> 

<Relation ANDOROperator="AND" tar-
get="socceragents#PlayerObject" type="urn:mpeg: 
mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:exemplifies"/> 

<Agent xsi:type="BooleanPersonType"> 
<Name> 
<FamilyName>Zidane</FamilyName> 

</Name> 
</Agent> 

</SemanticBase> 
</SemanticPreferences> 

</QuerySpecification> 
</Mpeg7Query> 

Figure 5: MP7QL query stating “I want the 
multimedia objects where a goal is scored by 

Zidane”, using XML syntax 

2.3 Query Specifications with Explicit Boolean 
Operators and Preference Values 

We present in this subsection the query specifica-
tions with explicit boolean operators and preference 
values, where the boolean operator and the preference 
value that should be applied in the element contents 
may be explicitly specified for each query specification 
element. The query specifications with explicit boolean 
operators and preference values are represented by the 
subtypes of the BooleanWeighedQuerySpecification-
Type, as shown in Figure 6. The BooleanWeighedCon-
textQuerySpecificationType type represents queries for 
which a query context may be specified, comprised of 
the FASP of the user or a set of ad-hoc specified que-
ries that represent the user preferences for this query. 
The BooleanWeighedFilteringAndSearchPreferences-
Type type represents user FASPs with explicit boolean 
operators and preference values, which also have FASP 
elements that allow forming FASP hierarchies (details 
on the FASP model are provided in section 3). 
 

BooleanWeighedQuerySpecificationType

BooleanWeighedFilteringAnd
SearchPreferencesType 

BooleanWeighedContext
QuerySpecificationType 

Figure 6: Type hierarchy of the MP7QL query 
specifications with explicit boolean operators 

and explicit preference values 
The BooleanWeighedContextQuerySpecification-

Type and the BooleanWeighedFilteringAndSearch-
PreferencesType query specifications (BWQS) are 
formally described using the regular expression syntax 
of (11). 

BWQS=(BWMI|BWMP|BWML|BWSU|BWCrP| 
BWClP|BWSoP|BWSeP|BWPC|BWUI|BWMH| 
BWPoV|BWRM|BWR|BWFASP) pv ((AND|OR) 
(BWMI|BWMP|BWML|BWSU|BWCrP|BWClP| 
BWSoP|BWSeP|BWPC|BWUI|BWMH|BWPoV| 

BWRM|BWR|BWFASP) pv)* 

(11)



BWMI is a media identification element, BWMP is a 
media profile element, BWML is a media locator ele-
ment, BWSU is a structural unit element, BWCrP is a 
creation preferences element, BWClP is a classification 
preferences element, BWSoP is a source preferences 
element, BWSeP is a semantic preferences element, 
BWPC is a preference condition element, BWUI is a 
usage information element, BWMH is a matching hint 
element, BWPoV is a point of view element, BWRM is 
a related material element, BWR is a relation element 
and BWFASP is a filtering and search preferences ele-
ment. All the BWQS elements may have explicit boo-
lean operators and preference values. 

A semantic preference element with explicit prefer-
ence values and boolean operators (BWSeP) is formally 
described in (12). 

BWSeP=BWSE pv ((AND/OR) BWSE pv)* (12)
BWSE is a set of search and filtering criteria for a 

semantic entity with explicit preference values and 
boolean operators, formally described in (13). 

BWSE=[SID] SType pv ((AND/OR) (AName 
AValue pv) | (EName EValue pv (EAName 

EAValue pv)* (E pv)*) | (RType RTarget RSource 
RStrength pv))* maxOccurs minOccurs 

(13)

An example of an MP7QL query specification with 
explicit boolean operators and preference values, which 
states “I want the multimedia objects where a goal is 
scored (preference 100) or a penalty kick takes place 
(preference 50)”, is shown, expressed in formal syntax, 
in (14). 

BWQS1 = (EventType AND (exemplifies, 
Goal)) OR (EventType AND (exemplifies, Pe-

naltyKick)) 
(14)

We assume in this example that the abstract seman-
tic entity “PenaltyKick” exists, which represents the 
class of all the penalty kicks. The same query, ex-
pressed using XML syntax, is shown in Figure 7.  

<Mpeg7Query 
xsi:type="BooleanWeighedMpeg7QueryType"> 
<QuerySpecification ANDOROperator="OR" 

xsi:type="BooleanWeighedContextQuerySpecificatio
nType"> 

<SemanticPreferences ANDOROperator="OR"> 
<SemanticBase preferenceValue="100" 

xsi:type="BooleanWeighedEventType"> 
<Relation ANDOROperator="AND" 

type="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:
exemplifies" target="soccerevents#Goal" /> 

</SemanticBase> 
<SemanticBase preferenceValue="50" 

xsi:type="BooleanWeighedEventType"> 
<Relation ANDOROperator="AND" 

type="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001:
exemplifies" target="soccerevents#PenaltyKick"/> 

</SemanticBase> 
</SemanticPreferences> 

</QuerySpecification> 
</Mpeg7Query> 

Figure 7: MP7QL query stating “I want the 
multimedia objects where a goal is scored 

(preference 100) or a penalty kick takes place 
(preference 50)”, using XML syntax 

3. Filtering and Search Preference Model 

We present in this section our proposed Filtering 
and Search Preference (FASP) model. As already men-
tioned, the FASPs we propose in this paper essentially 
are MP7QL query specifications. Thus, a FASP may 
have all the elements of a query specification. 

According to the above presentation, the FASPs are 
distinguished into FASPs with explicit preference val-
ues, represented by the WeighedFilteringAndSearch-
PreferencesType (see Figure 2), FASPs with explicit 
boolean operators, represented by the BooleanFilterin-
gAndSearchPreferencesType (see Figure 3) and FASPs 
with explicit boolean operators and explicit preference 
values, represented by the BooleanWeighedFilterin-
gAndSearchPreferencesType (see Figure 4). These 
types extend the abstract query specification types 
(WeighedQuerySpecificationType, BooleanQuery-
SpecificationType and BooleanWeighedQuerySpecifi-
cationType respectively) with FilteringAndSearchPref-
erences elements that allow forming FASP hierarchies. 
Notice that the NOT operator and the negative prefer-
ence values allow the users to express their negative 
preferences (dislikes) in the FASPs. 

The FASP model proposed here enhances the FASP 
model we proposed in [15] for the extension of the 
MPEG-7 FASPs with semantic user preferences. The 
model of [15] has extended the MPEG-7 FASPs with 
semantic user preferences only, while the FASP model 
proposed here allows one to express preferences for 
every aspect of the MPEG-7 multimedia object de-
scriptions. In addition, the usage of boolean operators 
is more flexible in the FASP model proposed here. The 
discussion shows that the FASP model we proposed in 
[15] is a special case of the FASP model proposed 
here.  

The MPEG-7 FASPs are also a special case of the 
FASP model proposed here. In particular, an MPEG-7 
FASP is also a FASP of type WeighedFilteringAnd-
SearchPreferencesType, which has only the Creation-
Preferences, ClassificationPreferences, SourcePrefer-
ences and PreferenceCondition elements. 

An example of a FASP with explicit preference val-
ues, which states “I want the multimedia objects where 
a goal is scored (preference 100) and their title contains 
the keyword ‘soccer’ (preference 90)”, is shown, ex-
pressed in formal syntax, in (15).  

FASP1 = ((EventType AND (exemplifies, (15)



Goal)) 100 (Title ‘soccer’) 90) 
The same query, expressed using XML syntax, is 

shown in Figure 8.  
<Mpeg7Query xsi:type="WeighedMpeg7QueryType"> 
<QuerySpecification xsi:type= 

"WeighedFilteringAndSearchPreferencesType"> 
<SemanticPreferences preferenceValue="100"> 
<SemanticBase xsi:type="WeighedEventType"> 
<Relation target="soccerevents#Goal” 

type="urn:mpeg:mpeg7:cs:SemanticRelationCS:2001: 
exemplifies"/> 

</SemanticBase> 
</SemanticPreferences> 
<CreationPreferences> 
<Title preferenceValue="90" 

stringComparisonOperator="keywords"> 
soccer  

</Title> 
</CreationPreferences> 

</QuerySpecification> 
</Mpeg7Query> 
Figure 8: FASP stating “I want the multimedia 

objects where a goal is scored (preference 
100) and their title contains the keyword ‘soc-

cer’ (preference 90)”, using XML syntax 

4. Conclusions – Future Work 

We have presented in this paper MP7QL, a power-
ful query language that we are developing for querying 
MPEG-7 descriptions, and a user preference model that 
allows for expressing preferences about every aspect of 
an MPEG-7 multimedia content description. The 
MP7QL queries may utilize the user preferences as 
context, thus allowing for personalized multimedia 
content retrieval. The user preference model supports 
multimedia Filtering and Search Preferences (FASP) 
that allow for expressing semantic preferences, prefer-
ences regarding the low-level visual features and pref-
erences regarding media-related aspects (creation, clas-
sification, source etc). The proposed FASPs essentially 
are MP7QL queries, allow for the systematic integra-
tion of domain knowledge in the semantic preferences 
of the users and have the standard MPEG-7 FASPs as a 
special case. The MP7QL and the FASP model have 
been expressed using XML Schema. An OWL syntax 
has also been developed. An implementation on top of 
an XML Repository is currently under way. 
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